
QUARTERLY ISSUES REPORT 

 

WHYY-TV 

 

FOR THE PERIOD OF OCTOBER 1st, 2014 THROUGH DECEMBER 31st, 2014 

 

The license of station WHYY-TV has determined that the following issues were of importance to the 

Delaware Valley community during the past three months and has aired the following programs to 

address these issues: 

 

 

1.ARTS AND CULTURE 

 

Austin City Limits Celebrates 40 years 

 

10/3/14     9:00 pm   120 minutes 

 

Austin City Limits Celebrates 40 Years is a special night of music featuring Alabama Shakes, Doyle 

Bramhall II, Jeff Bridges, Gary Clark, Jr., Sheryl Crow, Joe Ely, Grupo Fantasma, Robert Earl Keen, 

Kris Kristofferson, Lloyd Maines, Bonnie Raitt, Jimmie Vaughan and more. Hosted by Jeff Bridges 

and Sheryl Crow.  

 

Friday Arts 

 

11/7/14     8:30 pm   30 Minutes 

 

David Lynch is known for his film and television classics, like Eraserhead, The Elephant Man and 

Twin Peaks. But he got his start as a painter, right here at the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts 

(PAFA). This month, Friday Arts explores PAFA's "David Lynch: The Unified Field" exhibit, 

interwoven with commentary from Lynch himself. "Philadelphia is my biggest influence," Lynch 

shares. "There's something about the mood here. The fear, insanity, corruption, filth, despair, violence 

in the air...it's so beautiful to me. It's more of a normal city now." 

 

Bing Crosby Rediscovered 

 

12/2/14     8:00  p.m.    120 minutes 

 

For more than three decades, Bing Crosby reigned supreme through radio, film, television and 

records. For this new documentary, Crosby’s estate granted access to the entertainer’s never-before- 

seen archives. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

2. CRIME 

 

First 

 

10/3/14     5:30 pm  30 Minutes 

 

Random shootings and unsolved crimes are a concern for many Wilmington residents. Some of those 

residents have decide to get involved. In this week’s First Look we go inside the 13th Citizen’s Police 

Academy. Police and residents want to make sure the police and people on the streets form a 

connection.  

 

 

First 

 

11/7/14     5:30 pm  30 Minutes 

It’s been 25 years since the 1989 conviction of a Delaware serial killer who terrorized the Route 40 

corridor, preying on young women in 1987 and 1988. We teamed up with Delaware Today Magazine 

for the story of Steven Pennell. We hear from both the prosecutor and the undercover cop who helped 

break the case.  

 

First 

  

12/12/14     5:30 pm  30 Minutes 

 

We are devoting our First Look this week to the issue of addiction. As Delaware and the nation have 

fought a war on drugs over several decades, treatment was sometimes put on the back burner in favor 

of tougher punishment. Delaware Governor Jack Markell told First last month, that needs to change. -  

 

 

3. ENVIRONMENT 

 

 

Penguins: Spy in the Huddle 

 

10/8/14     8:00 p.m.  60 Minutes 

 

For nearly a year, 50 cameras disguised as realistic life-size penguins, eggs and rocks infiltrate penguin 

colonies to record the tough challenges penguins face. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Heartbreak and Healing After Sandy 

 

11/16/14     1:30 p.m.  30 Minutes 

 

Nearly two years after Superstorm Sandy devastated northern Ocean County alongthe New Jersey 

shore, heartbreak and healing coexist side by side. In the wake of the storm’s shocking destruction, 

tremendous progress has been made, yet for thousands of people, recovery is painfully slow. 

Insurance payments often are too little, too late; for some, new and costly elevation requirements put 

rebuilding out of reach. 

 

Nature: My Life As a Turkey 

 

11/26/14     8:00 p.m.  60 Minutes  

When a local farmer left a bowl of eggs on Joe Hutto’s front porch, his life was forever changed. Hutto, 

possessing a broad background in the natural sciences and an interest in imprinting young animals, 

incubated the eggs and waited for them to hatch. As the chicks emerged from their shells, they locked 

eyes with an unusual but dedicated mother. Relive the two-year journey of Hutto and his 16 feathered 

family members in Nature's My Life as a Turkey. 

 

Alone in the Wilderness 

12/10/14     9:00 p.m.  60 Minutes  

Dick Proenneke did. And so at age 50, the amateur naturalist packed his things and headed to the 

Alaskan wilderness, where he lived alone for nearly 30 years in a log cabin he built by hand. Dick 

chronicled his adventures in writing as well as through film, and his footage was edited into a stunning 

documentary that has fascinated audiences for years. 

 

4. HEALTH CARE AND SCIENCE 

 

Makers: Woman in Space 

  

10/14/14     9:00 pm   60 Minutes 

In the last half-century, women have fought their way into nearly every sphere of American life, from 

the battlefield to the comedy club, the soundstage to the Senate.  Expanding on the critically 

acclaimed PBS documentary MAKERS: Women Who Make America, which told the story of the 

modern American women’s movement, each documentary in this six-part series examines the impact 

of the women’s movement on six fields once largely closed to women: business, space, Hollywood, 

comedy, war and politics. In each field, women have pried open, and profoundly reshaped, the 

central institutions of American life and culture. 

 

 



 

Nova: Bigger than a T-Rex 

11/5/14     9:00 pm   60 Minutes 

Meet Spinosaurus, the lost killer of the Cretaceous and the world’s larger predator ever. Local 

professor Peter Dodson of the University of Pennsylvania will be featured. 

 

Journey to Planet Earth 

12/15/14     10:00 pm   60 Minutes 

Hosted and narrated by Matt Damon, Extreme Realities is a new Journey to Planet Earth episode 

investigating the link between extreme weather, climate change, and threats to our national security. 

Featuring Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Tom Friedman, World Bank President Jim Yong Kim, 

former CIA Director James Woolsey, and environmental visionary Lester Brown, the documentary 

focuses on recent political conflicts and severe weather events in Afghanistan, Pakistan, Russia, 

India, the Middle East, the United States, and the Arctic. 

5. POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

 

Suffer No Fools 

 

10/23/14     9:00 pm  60 Minutes 

 

Meet Dr. Walter Williams, the columnist and economics professor known for his libertarian views. He 

opposes affirmative action, for instance, and believes that the Civil Rights Act was wrong. 

 

Makers: Women in Politics 

 

11/4/14     8:00 pm  60 Minutes 

 

In the last half-century, women have fought their way into nearly every sphere of American life, from 

the battlefield to the comedy club, the soundstage to the Senate.  Expanding on the critically acclaimed 

PBS documentary MAKERS: Women Who Make America, which told the story of the modern 

American women’s movement, each documentary in this six-part series examines the impact of the 

women’s movement on six fields once largely closed to women: business, space, Hollywood, comedy, 

war and politics. In each field, women have pried open, and profoundly reshaped, the central 

institutions of American life and culture. 

 

PBS Newshour 

 

11/4/14     11:00 pm  30 Minutes 

 

Gwen Ifill and Judy Woodruff will co-host a special, 30-minute election night broadcast as the polls 

close across the country. 



 

 

Conversation with the Governor  

 

12/22/14     11:00 pm  30 Minutes 

 

Produced by the Caucus Educational Corporation, this one-hour special is a conversation between New 

Jersey Governor Chris Christie and Emmy Award-winning broadcaster Steve Adubato about a range of 

important issues, from NJ’s post-Sandy recovery to the Governor’s presidential aspirations.  

 

 


